
MODEL: 3W - WAIST LIGHT KIT
PART #: 3WWLKIT (3 Watt Model) MASTER: 8 PER CARTON
SIZE: UNIVERSAL BOX SIZE: 13.75" x 8.5" x 12"
WEIGHT: .8 LBS. (with pkg.) BOX WEIGHT 8 LBS.
COLOR: ORANGE BADGE, DARK GRAY

LIGHT GRAY, SILVER TRIM

CONSUMER: Adventure racers, backpackers, hikers, snow-shoers - anyone wanting to mount light 
on waist pack

RETAILER PROFILE: Outdoor specialty, big box outdoor, military

LED 3 Watt Luxeon

BATTERIES (3) AA Energizer
0 5 10 15

BATTERY LIFE High 3 hours
Medium 7 hours
Low 18+ hours

MATERIALS PACK Velcro closure on both covers
Orange rubber pull tab
Reflective nylon piping and band straps
Two Velcro strap closures for belt attachment

LIGHT Polycarbonate rotary dial, front housing and bezel
Cool Poly™ heat sink *
ABS back housing
PU coated power cord
ABS strain relief overmold

KEY FEATURES BENEFITS
Waist-mounted light Further increase distance of light from eyes, improving night vision.  Allows 

user to tailor light, keeps light away from others and eliminates 
disorientation typical with headlamps.  Light rides low on hips for added 
comfort and at most stable part of body.

3-Watt Luxeon LED Hi-output, performance LED - clean, consistent and efficient light.
Fresnel Lens Provides soft, even light with no 'hot spots' or 'hard edges'.
Beam width adjustment Unique Rotary Dial twists to adjust beam from narrow to wide - 20'

wide at 20' out at widest point (covers a two-lane road)
95° angle adjustment Allows for fine-tuning the beam  while moving from 10° above parallel to

85° angle down on road or trail - keeps light awy f rom eyes.
Light weight Light 1.9 ounce weight eliminates light bounce, reduces feeling of light weight
Separate Battery Box Keeps weight of batteries on back and positioned in most comfortable and

secure location.  Attaches to belt with thumb screw clip.
Cool Poly™ Allows units to remain cool during use and allows continuous use of high beam

for up to 3 hours without overheating.

>> NEW <<


